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Abstract

BRICS have been heralded as the representatives and interpreters of the long-standing aspirations of the South in global affairs, the five paladins defending the wretched of the earth against Western hegemony. A look at BRICS’ investors involvement in the current “global land grabbing”, perhaps more than any other issue, belies that myth. This chapter explores how four of the BRICS’ governments (Brazil, India, China and South Africa) are following the pattern traditionally adopted by Northern countries of enclosing and exploiting land, both nationally and abroad, to benefit capital and global agro-industrialisation. It also reveals how they are using law and diplomacy in order to facilitate access to foreign land, and foster their own economic interests.

INTRODUCTION

There is a general consensus among academics, politicians and social movements, that BRICS as ‘new donors’ are increasing both their quantitative and qualitative role in defining what is considered to be ‘the world economic order’. In particular, several authors have underlined the importance of BRICS as a challenge to the traditional development paradigm, describing the five countries as proponents of a South-South cooperation which weakens the so-called Washington Consensus because it does not attach policy conditionalities, provides assistance based on a win-win paradigm, and places emphasis on how to ensure economic sustainability of the recipient country. Moreover, such rhetoric is not only produced by academics or international financial institutions, but fostered and reinforced by BRICS themselves. For example, while China especially stresses the need to respect the sovereignty of the receiving country, all the BRICS are trying to create an identity which differs from that of established donors, and claim to promote alternative strategies based on equality, solidarity, mutual development and cooperation. These differences from traditional Northern donors, it is assumed, contribute to more effective cooperation and to a better reception by local populations.

This chapter does not challenge the idea that some differences exist between the way in which Northern donors and BRICS conceive receiving countries’ sovereignty and their independence where official development assistance (ODA) is at stake. Rather, it focuses on large-scale investments in foreign land (LaSIL) and concludes that, when access to this scarce resource is at stake, the legal mechanisms, rhetorical approaches and geostrategic positions of the BRICS (with the exception of Russia) toward the South replicate the traditional strategy of Northern countries more than the general narrative about emerging donors may suggest.

Leaving aside the political, economic and social importance that the large-scale industrialisation of agriculture plays in transforming each of the BRICS, this chapter focuses exclusively on the ‘global land rush’, that is, the attempt to control and exploit land abroad.
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FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENTS IN LAND AS LAND GRABBING

The enclosure and private appropriation of large tracts of land, a phenomenon that already Karl Marx called ‘land grabbing’ in 1867, does not represent anything new in human history. It has been central to the construction of the world economic order as we know it, starting from the industrial revolution and European colonisation, to the conquest of the ‘Far West’ by North American settlers. However, the current ‘global land rush’ is characterised by some specific features which make it unique and, if possible, more problematic. It is happening at an unprecedented speed, produced by cumulative local and global forces, and facilitated by a global legal architecture which favours the mobility of capital and goods against the immobility of sovereign states and people (and, of course, land itself). The ‘global land rush’ has a significant impact on the access to—and use of—land and water, which are increasingly scarce resources; furthermore, it is happening in a world inhabited by more than seven billion people, the majority of whose food security is everyday more at risk. The present ‘land rush’ is almost never the consequence of wars or the occupation of unexplored land beyond the borders of “civilisation”, but is taking place within the boundaries of an international legal framework densely occupied by sovereign nation states, international law and diplomacy.

Nevertheless, even though land grabbing is happening on a global scale, it is firmly rooted in local realities. It is these local realities that have to be considered if we want to determine whether BRICS are, or are not, acting any differently from the historical colonisers and the countries of the North.

It is important, first, to clarify the term ‘land grabbing’, because this notion has been utilised in various ways to define different phenomena, more or less narrowly, and according to the political objectives of the authors. This paper adopts the broad conception of ‘land grabbing’ recently proposed by Franco et al., according to whom:

The global land grab is therefore an epitome of an ongoing and accelerating change in the meaning and use of the land and its associated resources (like water) from small-scale, labour-intensive uses like peasant farming for household consumption and local markets, toward large-scale, capital-intensive, resource-depleting uses such as industrial monocultures, raw material extraction, and large-scale hydropower generation—integrated into a growing infrastructure that link extractive frontiers to metropolitan areas and foreign markets.

This interpretation has the merit of going beyond the narrow idea of ‘grabbing’ as the illegal seizure of customary land, and instead focusing on the concentration of control over scarce resources and underlining the social, economic and political aspects linked to a radical shift in the means of production, and in the way in which land is managed. This definition enables an interpretation of the ‘global land rush’ through the prism of a new global transformation. This signifies the passage from one socio-economic structure—small-scale farming characterised by a certain state-market-community relationship—to another structure—industrialised production, where the state utilises its authority to redefine the relationship between market and community.

However, the broad definition is counterbalanced by a narrower focus. Rather than considering all the social transformations that are taking place within and outside the BRICS by means of large-scale land projects, I refer only to those cases where BRICS and their ‘national’ investors are active in the ‘foreignisation’ of land located outside of their national territory. Despite the fact that ‘land grabbing’ and ‘foreignisation’ are often considered two sides of the same coin, land grabbing is not only a matter of foreign ‘land thieves’, but can also conducted by national investors and elites, who in many cases are facilitated by their own nation states in the implementation of large-scale projects (agricultural, industrial, touristic, real estate expansion, etc.). The BRICS are not exempt. Indeed, the Indian, Brazilian and Russian governments seem to be particularly involved in this process of sustaining internal accumulation of land and other resources, a circumstance that van Apeldoorn et al. define as the first step of the construction of the capitalist state.
The exclusive focus on the ‘foreignisation’ aspect of land grabbing however enables us to explore whether BRICS provides an alternative to the traditional Northern way of exploiting the South, and to engage with the growing academic discussion of the transformation of the global economic world from bipolarity/unipolarity to a more complex and challenging multipolarity. 17

Even so, it is not easy to have reliable data on the extent and dynamics of global land grabbing. For this reason, this analysis cannot provide a detailed mapping of the BRICS investments abroad, nor arrive at an incontestable truth. However, a mixture of different sources does show some patterns for BRICS investors, and provides the quantitative background for the legal analysis.

A June 2011 study by the International Land Coalition suggested that land grabbing involved around 80 million hectares, 64 per cent of which are located in Africa,18 whereas figures released later that year by the same organisation refers to more than 220 million hectares—that is, eight times the size of Britain, or the entire northwest Europe.19 According to the most recent data collected by the Land Matrix Initiative and elaborated by Anseuuw et al.,20 83.2 million of hectares of land in developing countries have been targeted by investors, 56.2 million of which are located in Africa, 17.7 million in Asia and 7 million in Latin America.21

Despite the methodological problems highlighted by some authors,22 in order to analyse the role and relevance of BRICS investors in the ‘global land grab’ this paper mainly relies on the data gathered by the Land Matrix Initiative (LMI), integrated with other available sources such as the Grain dataset, and relates these deals with existing investment agreements that are publicly available. Looking at where foreign investments in land originate, the lack of a central driving region is striking. Although the data produced by the LMI and other studies point to the United States and the United Kingdom as the two main sources of land-related FDI, the big picture includes actors who assume different forms (public, private and mixed) and are geographically located in the North, in the Gulf States, in emerging economies—including BRICS—and, in some cases, from other Southern countries. On average, investors’ countries have a GDP per capita four times higher than target countries, and this difference is even higher when we exclude countries that are both the origin and target of investment flows.23

The data shows that BRICS investors play an increasing role in accessing land located outside of the national territory of their home country, representing an alternative to the traditional core-peripheries relationship, but also something new compared to the earlier discussions on land grabbing which were focused on the role of the Gulf States.24 It is possible to identify zones of interest for each country, with a predilection toward neighbouring countries (especially in the case of Brazil, South Africa and China) and areas of the African continent with geographical proximity, regional market integration, or cultural connections. The facility to conduct business, rather than the need for investment of the target countries, appear therefore as a crucial factor underlying the current flow of South-South investments.

As demonstrated by Table 1, the current investment dynamics are characterised by a high level of regionalism. For example, Indian investors seem to be particularly active in Indonesia, Malaysia and in east Africa (especially Ethiopia and Kenya), while Brazilian operations (according to the LMI) appear exclusively located in east Africa. Interestingly, South African investments are moving all over the continent, not only beyond the borders to Mozambique, Zambia,25 Zimbabwe26 and Swaziland,27 but also farther away to the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC),28 Angola, Benin, Congo29 and Ethiopia.30 These investments reinforce the idea that South Africa is the doorway to Africa for the rest of the BRICS.

Finally, China appears the most active investor in quantitative terms, with more than five million hectares of land acquired in various continents. In particular, data shows that Chinese capital has a stronger presence in Southern Asia,31 Oceania and South America, although it also has a strong presence in Africa.32

While China and India clearly emerge as the main ‘grabbers’, if these data are integrated with information provided by other sources, and in particular with local case studies, the picture appears more complex.
In particular, several authors have underlined the increasing presence of Brazilian investors in neighbouring countries and Southern Africa, a circumstance which is not evident from the LMI because the agreements have not been concluded yet, or because the investments have been channeled through third countries. For example, the LMI does not consider the conclusion in 2009 of an agreement with Japan to develop a ten-million-hectare agricultural project in Mozambique, nor the several visits that President Lula has paid to Africa, both as President and more recently as Director of the Instituto Lula, to promote democracy, social inclusion and economic development. If continental and intercontinental data are taken into account, and the outlook moved from the present to the next decade, one could conclude that Brazil is leading the pack when it comes to land grabbing.

While conscious of the risk of gross generalisation, and of the need of further empirical studies, we could nevertheless conclude that investors from BRICS countries have already obtained access, via lease or purchase, to millions of hectares located in other Southern countries, directly competing with Northern and Gulf countries for the land and water resources which sustain millions of local communities (to say nothing of the environmental equilibrium and biodiversity).

Table 1: Brazil, India, China and South Africa’s Land Grabbing According to the Land Matrix Initiative

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country and Total Land (ha)</th>
<th>Regional Areas and Total Land (ha)</th>
<th>Target Countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brazil 28,000</td>
<td>East Africa 28,000 36</td>
<td>Mozambique, Ethiopia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India 1,924,509</td>
<td>Central Africa: 15,000, East Africa: 1,761,800, North Africa: 8,020, South East Asia: 139,689</td>
<td>Cambodia, Indonesia, Lao, Philippines, India, Cameroon, Ethiopia, Madagascar, Mozambique, Sudan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China 1,139,282</td>
<td>Central Africa: 10,000, East Africa: 126,171, South America: 348,972, South-East Asia: 628,139, West Africa: 26,000</td>
<td>Cambodia, China, Sudan, Lao, Philippines, India, Bolivia, Peru, Argentina, Benin, Cameroon, Ethiopia, Mali, Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), Uganda, Zimbabwe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa 1,412,968</td>
<td>Central Africa 340,000, East Africa 367,174, South America 55,794, West Africa 650,000</td>
<td>Colombia: Angola; Benin; Ethiopia, DRC, Mozambique; Madagascar.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


LEGALLY ENHANCED LAND GRABBING: NATIONAL LAW AS A SOURCE OF INCENTIVES

In analysing how large-scale land investments are carried out, a great deal of focus is usually given to the final grabbers: TNCs or corporations are accused of exclusively thinking about their economic interests, and recipient governments are attacked for facilitating the enclosure of their land. Much less attention is paid to the role of source countries—that is, the governments of those countries whose investors look for land abroad—despite their crucial intervention in supporting the internationalisation of their national capital, and the occupation of territory by large-scale projects. Similarly, the current debate around land grabbing is disturbingly lacking appropriate reflection around the role of national and international legal tools in this process. Of course an exclusive focus on source countries does run several risks, including that of identifying capital as originating from one specific country, and falling into what John Agnew defined
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as the ‘territorial trap’, to “conflate the grabbers with their countries of origin”, or to overlook the complexity of the ‘global land grab’ as a combination of domestic and foreign capital of distinct origins. Nevertheless, it is clear that the BRICS have taken specific measures in both national law and international legal tools to facilitate large-scale investments abroad.

To better understand the external impact of national law, it is useful to make reference to a recent paper by Dan Danielsen, who explores the “growing significance and ‘beyond-borders’ implications that ‘local rules’—such as Chinese labour law, US financial regulation and Swiss bank secrecy rules—can generate within a system of global economy.” According to Danielsen, rather than continuously looking at globalisation as an exogenous phenomenon that cannot be enhanced or curbed by the nation state on its own, we should realise the relevance of individual legal interventions in reproducing the global system, as in the case of land grabbing, and their potential in preventing its further consolidation. Thus, understanding the effects that national law can produce outside the traditional borders of the state, Danielsen claims, can help us to develop new and more complex notions of economic participation, political pluralism and distributive justice in the creation and operation of the national and the international rules that comprise the global economic regulatory order.

Danielsen’s argument, which largely focused on the ‘positive’ spillover effect that can be triggered by changes in national legislation, can be inverted and utilised to look at the ‘negative’ effects that national legislation can generate beyond the territorial limits of the state. From this perspective, China, India and South Africa appear to have adopted legal reforms that favour the delocalisation of food and energy production outside their borders. More interestingly, Brazil has functionally changed its legislative autonomy in order to limit the access to Brazilian land by foreign investors while using diplomacy to sustain the internationalisation of its ‘national capital’.

Looking more closely at the first three countries, the Indian example emerges as the most relevant. In 2010, the Indian Government instituted a working group on agricultural production chaired by the chief minister of the state of Haryana, B. S. Hooda. The working group’s goal was to look at ways of boosting agricultural production in India. In accomplishing its task, the Hooda Committee (as it was renamed) proposed a series of recommendations, among which number 33 affirms that, like many other countries who have “shopped for land abroad for growing crops to meet consumption needs(...)We should seriously consider these options for at least two million tonnes of pulses and 5 million tonnes of edible oil for 15-20 years.” Thus, several countries were listed as possible targets for Indian investments in land, including Argentina, Myanmar/Burma and other ASEAN countries. However, Table 1 above demonstrates that Indian companies have been targeting several other countries, and especially Ethiopia, to produce pulses and edible oils as recommended by the committee.

Observing the legislative reforms adopted by the Indian Government in recent years, it could be concluded that it has closely followed the recommendations of the Hooda Committee, mainly by issuing a series of legal initiatives that facilitate Indian agricultural companies in their overseas investments in Africa and elsewhere. These include support for conventional greenfield foreign direct investments, the purchase of existing firms, the facilitation of public–private partnerships (PPPs), specific tariff reductions on agricultural goods imported to India, and preferred lines of credit (LoC) to partner governments and financial institutions through the Indian Export Import Bank (Exim Bank). The government’s intention is to support alternatives to the direct public investments in foreign farmland, so as to avoid being considered neocolonialist. Rather, it is trying to obtain the same objective by facilitating private land deals, as long as “the private players show interest in this.” Thus, the Indian case perfectly exposes the central role played by source countries in the current ‘global land rush’: Rather than being a passive observer, the government has actively used its institutions and legislation to create incentives to private actors and reduce their commercial risks, two crucial actions which intensify the outflow of capital and the inflow of the agricultural production, rather than its placement on the global market.
In the case of China, the pollution of soil and water from factories, and the increased need for food and meat are crucial factors driving the government’s search for productive land abroad. However, as Lorenzo Cotula recently noted, the peculiarity of China’s system is that the boundary between “state” and “non-state” enterprises is extremely fuzzy, so that it is difficult—if not impossible—to assess the specific roles of capital and state in accessing land abroad. In addition to that, the Chinese government has been strategically using its over-accumulated reserves of foreign currency in order to provide loans and finance large-scale infrastructural investments throughout the South—creating interesting opportunities for Chinese construction enterprises—while improving diplomatic ties. China’s ‘going out’ strategy has seen companies such as COFCO (China National Cereals, Oils and Foodstuffs Corporation) acquiring concession rights in Latin America, southeast Asia and Africa, and starting new agricultural projects to produce food and cash crops. In all these cases, Cotula underlines that the senior staff members are appointed by the state, and the CEOs also have ministerial-level rank. Differently from India, the Chinese government is thus not only sustaining the individual decision of “going global” by providing access to “special credit lines, tax breaks, and possibly favourable interpretation of regulations and priority in allocation of key contracts,” but is also defining the strategy and selecting the target—whether countries or foreign corporations—for their investments.

Another interesting aspect concerns the aggressive Chinese strategy when it comes to taking over existing agricultural and livestock operations, and in particular acquiring food-producing firms and activities located throughout the globe (including the United States). Even if the shift in the ownership of the company does not raise particular concerns in terms of land grabbing (mainly because it does not determine an expansion of the industrialised area, or the transformation from previous small-scale farming), the creation of a series of vertically integrated global production networks under Chinese control could certainly infringe on local food security and reduce the possibility of target states adopting protectionist policies. As discussed below, the foreign ownership of an investment automatically determines the application of Bilateral Investment Treaties (BITs) and of the stronger protection of property rights that they introduce. Certainly, the merger and acquisitions strategy adopted by Chinese firms and funds has triggered different social and legal reactions. For example, the concerns raised in Australia and Argentina do not seem to have emerged in the United States, where control of Smithfield, the biggest USA producer, passed to the China-based Shuanghui International Holdings Ltd. in September 2013.

Shifting to South Africa, the role of the government in sustaining investments in land abroad seems equally relevant, despite the fact that the South African executive has not released official statements to support the expansion of South African farming abroad. However, economic support is not missing. For example, the Minister of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, Tina Joemat-Pettersson, announced in 2010 a fund of six billion South African Rand (ZAR)—about $680 million—to support South African farmers, half of which would be spent on projects beyond South Africa’s borders. Moreover, despite the rising concerns about the negative impact of land grabbing, both in South Africa and abroad, the South African state has proposed no legal intervention to require a stronger and more effective respect of international human rights and environmental law by national investors undertaking projects abroad. The African solidarity which is claimed to be the basis of the relationship between South Africa and its neighbours, appears particularly weak when the time comes to support national investments and profit generation.

Brazil’s approach toward large-scale investments in land is very strategic, not to say hypocritical. As discussed elsewhere, on the one hand, for almost a year Congress has been debating the introduction of new legislation to prohibit foreign ownership of Brazilian land: pressure against foreign capital has resulted in a change in the General Attorney Office’s (GAO) legal opinion, which increased the procedural burden and introduced quantitative limits to foreign ownership (but did not forbid it). On the other hand, internally the country has followed a policy of land concentration and massive industrialisation, and is replicating the same industrial policy abroad. This is evidenced, for example, by the economic and
political support provided by the Government to the ProSavana project in Mozambique, and to several projects of ethanol production developed in Angola and in other African countries. Despite some initiatives by the Lula Government that were favourable to small-scale farmers, the Brazilian policy vis-a-vis agricultural production clearly favours large-scale investments, to the detriment of the socio-environmental equilibrium of some of its own regions (such as the Cerrado) and of foreign countries.

**CONTINUING THE BILATERALISATION OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS AS NEOCOLONIAL STRATEGY**

As recently observed by Joseph Stiglitz, the surge in the number of BITs signals how the world economic order is being shaped and constructed. The proliferation of bilateral agreements which are concluded by individual governments with little or no public consultation, represents the codification of the transformation of states’ relationships from the universal multilateralism that characterised the post-World War II structure (for example, the IMF or the WTO, notwithstanding their clear bias in favour of richer countries), to a more fragmented bilateralism which accentuates the differences in bargaining power, and reinforces the problems of a “regional domino effect”—which will be discussed below.

The rising importance of BITs can be seen in a longer historical context—based on post-World War II attempts by former colonies to preserve the existing economic inequality by exclusively focusing on the institutionalisation of states as political actors, without addressing the issue of the socio-economic colonial legacy. It is notable that the increase in the number of bilateral agreements occurred after some successful achievements by Southern states in the 1960s and the 1970s, such as a challenge to the Hull Rule as the applicable principle of customary international law in case of expropriation, and the three extremely important resolutions concerning the New International Economic Order and the notion of Permanent Sovereignty over Natural Resources. These events gave a strong signal of the results that Southern states could obtain through cooperation, and led the North to undertake a radical shift from basing international relations on the multilateralism of the United Nations to the bilateralism of investment agreements and special partnerships. This was economically based on massive lending, and legally organised around the imposition of structural adjustment programmes.

From this perspective, the proliferation of BITs since the 1990s appears as the codification of an asymmetrical world where investments are free to move, and thus take advantage of their mobility to force countries into a fierce competition whose outcome is a subordination of the collectivity to the interests and economic needs of the investor. Since 1959—the year of the first BIT between Germany and Pakistan—only 400 BITs were signed worldwide until 1991. However, by mid-2008 more than 2600 bilateral investment treaties had been signed, and BIT-like provisions have been written into a growing number of bilateral and plurilateral free trade agreements (FTAs).

During these years, peripheral countries became counterparts in several agreements concluded with core states, but the proliferation of South-South BITs is a relatively new phenomenon, indicating that emerging Southern countries are following the same path—of economic subordination via bilateralisation—taken by Northern countries. According to the data, in 1990 only 44 South-South BITs were active, while in July 2004 the number reached 653, that is, 28 per cent of the total number of BITs then signed. More recently, the share of South-South BITs concluded annually has ranged from 22 per cent to 30 per cent of the total number of new BITs signed annually.

**a) The BRICS and BITs**

If we look at the official data provided by the UNDP, the BRICS have been playing a pivotal role in constructing the new BITs-based global economic order. China had already signed BITs starting in the early
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1980s, but it is only in the last ten years that it increasingly used international agreements as an instrument to protect its investors abroad, both in Northern—but particularly Southern—countries. According to Malik, sixty per cent of the BITs concluded by China between 2002 and 2007 are with developing states, with an increasing orientation toward African countries. More precisely, China has concluded BITs with Chad, Cote d’Ivoire, Gabon, Libya, Mali, Madagascar, Ethiopia, and Uganda, together with Costa Rica, Cuba, the Republic of Korea, Seychelles, Laos, and Myanmar/Burma. Moreover, it is currently undergoing a series of negotiations with strategic partners both in Asia and outside of the continent.

By 2005, India had signed BITs with 81 countries, 31 one of which were with Southern counterparts, the majority in Asia and Africa. More interestingly, the growing interest of Indian investors toward African resources and markets can be measured by the surge in the number of bilateral investment protection agreements (BIPA) concluded with African countries between 1999 to 2010. By the end of 2013, India had concluded treaties with Djibouti, the DRC, Egypt, Ethiopia, Ghana, Libya, Mauritius, Morocco, Mozambique, Senegal, the Seychelles, Sudan and Zimbabwe. Tracing a link between trade agreements and land grabbing, it is interesting to look at the process through which the India-Ethiopia trade relationship was legally constructed and consolidated. Although a first trade agreement between the governments of India and Ethiopia was signed on March 6, 1997, a subsequent Bilateral Investment Promotion and Protection Agreement (BIPPA) was signed on July 5, 2007, but has yet to come into effect. The picture was then completed with a Double Taxation Avoidance Agreement (DTAA) concluded on May 25, 2011, which provides that business profits will be taxable in the recipient State if the activities of an enterprise constitute a permanent establishment in that territory. When we couple the provisions of the DTAA with the content of the standard concession agreement concluded between Ethiopia and foreign investors—whereby taxes are zero-rated for the entire length of the project—this produces a situation where neither Ethiopia nor India are collecting revenues because the investors pay no tax. In this way, the economic benefit of the investment can hardly reach the people of either country.

South Africa too has been extremely active in signing BITs since the end of the apartheid era, as it re-orients its international relations post-sanctions, and according to the economic needs of its national investors. Interestingly, the replication of the North-South strategy is hidden behind an official rejection of BITs, which are described as an instrument of neocolonialism. As noted earlier, on the one hand the South African state is trying to exercise its increased economic and political power to terminate or re-write existing BITs with some Northern countries, while on the other hand it is adopting the same strategy of bilateralisation in order to subordinate foreign countries’ sovereign power to the economic rights of South African investors.

The interest of South Africa in concluding new BITs emerged in a 2009 Review of the South African BITs strategy released by the Trade and Industry Department which explains that:

The Republic of South Africa (RSA) has also emerged as a capital exporter into the African continent and beyond [and that] RSA companies have established a footprint on the continent, a foray that has been fully endorsed and encouraged by government. (...) Given the sizable intra-Africa investments made by RSA companies, the RSA ought to assess how best such investments by its citizens may be safeguarded.

Moved by the need to defend its investors, since 2009 the South African governments has concluded BIT-type agreements on the promotion and reciprocal protection of investment (plus related protocols) with Angola, Cameroon, the DRC, Gabon, Guinea, Ethiopia, Mauritania, Namibia, Sudan, Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe. As discussed below, these agreements replicate the content of the BITs South Africa had concluded with Northern countries and is now denouncing. In quantitative terms, South Africa is the BRICS country with the highest number of BITs with African counterparts, highlighting the instrumental role of RSA in channelling foreign investments throughout the continent.
When it comes to bilateral investment agreements, Brazil is widely considered the odd-one out. Until now, Brazil has concluded only eight BITs, three of which are with countries from the South, not one of which has yet been ratified. However, data and reports about Brazil show a consistent involvement of Brazilian investors in the current rush to the land, a situation that leads to two possible conclusions: BITs are not essential for attracting and stimulating investments abroad, but do represent a privileged mechanism of external representation and defence of ‘national capital’; states and investors have other instruments that can be deployed to favour the expansion of national trade and market, including diplomacy, the conclusion of ad hoc bilateral or multilateral partnerships for specific projects, and the strategic use of alliances with other nations as well as subsidiaries to trigger other countries’ BITs.

The first point is supported by the growing push in favour of a more aggressive international economic policy by the Brazilian government, which would include expanding BITs with Southern countries and even the European Union. On the second point, the case of Petrobras is emblematic: when Bolivia and Ecuador nationalised part of the oil giant’s investments, the CEO of the holding company (Petrobras Brazil), discussed the possibility of utilising subsidiaries (Petrobras Argentina and the Dutch subsidiary, PIB BV) to trigger the Argentina–Ecuador BIT and the Netherlands–Bolivia BITs in order to attack the Latin American partners.

Brazilian commercial interests have also been bolstered by the conclusion of a series of bilateral protocols and commercial agreements aimed at increasing the production of agrofuels abroad, with the intention of facilitating their commercialisation on the global market. Although these agreements do not pose international legal obligations, they are bilateral commitments to stimulate the research and implementation of agrofuel production, and in some cases they also require countries to take positive steps to protect intellectual property rights generated by such research. According to Brazil’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs, more than forty Memoranda of Understanding of this kind were signed between 2003 and 2010, with both Northern and Southern countries. For example, in 2007 Brazil signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the West African Economic and Monetary Union (UEMOA) to conduct studies on agrofuels production in that region.

Moreover, 2009 was also the year Brazil and Japan concluded an international agreement to launch the Nacala mega-development project in northern Mozambique. The good diplomatic connections between Brazil and African countries, along with the agrofuels know-how that Brazilian enterprises are exporting to the other side of the Atlantic Ocean, are filling the gap left by the absence of BITs, but certainly do not provide Brazilian investors with the same legal privileges that investors from other countries enjoy under BITs. For that reason, an increase in the number of BITs between Brazil and economically weaker countries is expected during the coming years.

In conclusion, if we look at the role that BITs are playing in the geo-strategic decisions of the BRICS, we can conclude that, beside Brazil, the other four have all been actively pursuing Bilateral Investment Agreements with other countries from the South. However, the legal proliferation of the BITs per se does not say anything about the relationship between BITs and land grabbing. For that reason, the geographical data contained in Table 1 has been combined with the data concerning South–South BITs, paying particular attention to whether there is any relationship between the existence of a BIT with a Low Income Countries (LIC) and the existence of a land project there. For clarity, the findings are presented in Table 2 below, where Russia and Brazil are kept outside, although for different reasons. The table shows that Indian, Chinese and South African investments in land are more frequent in those Southern countries which have signed an Investment Protection Agreement, and that there are more land investments in LICs which have signed a Bilateral Investment Treaty, rather than those countries which have not.
Table 2. Connecting the Dots: BRICS-South BITs and Global Land Grabbing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>BITs with Low Income Countries (LICs)</th>
<th>BITs and Land Investments in LICs</th>
<th>Land Investments in non-LIC with BIT</th>
<th>Land Investments in LIC not covered by BIT</th>
<th>Land Investments outside of LIC not covered by BIT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>Djibouti, Ethiopia, Ghana, Lao People’s Democratic Republic, Mongolia, Sudan, Viet Nam, Yemen, Zimbabwe.</td>
<td>Ethiopia, Sudan, Mozambique, Cambodia.</td>
<td>Madagascar, Cameroon.</td>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>Benin, Bolivia, Cambodia, Cameroon, Ethiopia, Ivory Coast, Georgia, Ghana, Guyana, Laos, Madagascar, Myanmar, North Korea, Uganda, Viet Nam</td>
<td>Benin, Bolivia, Cambodia, Cameroon, Ethiopia, Laos, Uganda</td>
<td>Argentina, Australia, Indonesia, Philippines, New Zealand</td>
<td>Mali, Zimbabwe, DRC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>Angola, Cameroon, DRC, Guinea, Ethiopia, Madagascar, Mauritania, Sudan, Tanzania, Zambia, Zimbabwe</td>
<td>Angola, Ethiopia, Tanzania, Zambia, Zimbabwe, Benin</td>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: By author combining Land Matrix Index and UNCTAD data.

However, the existence of this interesting overlap should not be taken as a demonstration that only BITs attract foreign direct investments, especially because of the relevance of Brazilian investments in land. The decision behind an investment depends on a plurality of factors, including the accessibility of the land, the availability of water, climatic conditions and, according to Oxfam, the low level of governance.

b) BRICS-South BITs as a North-South copycat

Rather than acting as institutional and legal laboratories for testing new legal rules, and instead of constructing a parallel network of bilateral agreements based on new principles and new relationships between investors and states, BRICS-South BITs appear to replicate the same logic and, in some cases, the same wording as North-South BITs. Hypocrisy seems to be lurking in the background, as clearly demonstrated by the case of South Africa mentioned in the previous section. In the same 2009 Official Notice where the Department of Trade and Industry recommended supporting national investment conducted abroad with the conclusion of bilateral investment treaties, it also criticised some of the BITs previously concluded by the post-1994 government, claiming that:

Existing international investment agreements are based on a 50-year-old model that remains focused on the interests of investors from developed countries. Major issues of concern for developing countries are not being addressed in the BIT negotiating processes. BITs extend far into developing countries’ policy space, imposing damaging binding investment rules with far-reaching consequences for sustainable development. (...) New investment rules in BITs prevent developing country governments from requiring foreign companies to transfer technology, train local workers, or source inputs locally. Under such conditions, investment fails to encourage or enhance sustainable development. Various countries are reviewing their BIT regimes, so the RSA is not alone in the process.
On the basis of these legitimate concerns, RSA decided to adopt a policy of not renewing some BITs that had been concluded by the first post-apartheid government, and which they considered imposed a huge burden on the State’s prerogatives—such as that with the Belgium-Luxembourg Economic Union. Yet, on November 27, 2012, the South African government concluded a BIT with its neighbour Zimbabwe, which clearly replicates the same legal architecture that it so roundly criticised in the Official Notice. The BIT included an extremely generous expropriation clause, which requires the state to fully compensate at market value in any case of nationalisation, expropriation or equivalent measures, with no exceptions admitted.

Alex Berger also reports that China’s post-1998 BITs strategy has been changing in order to accommodate the transition from investment-recipient to investment-exporter country. This has seen China making a gradual shift towards framing its BITs in a way that provides stronger provisions for substantive and procedural protection of foreign investments. As a consequence, Chinese BITs today include almost all the standard provisions found in mainstream European-country BITs, and Chinese investors have broad access to investment arbitration, as demonstrated by the case eventually settled against Gabon and the investment arbitration triggered by Chinese investors against Belgium in the aftermath of the European crisis. A similar conclusion can be made about the bilateral strategy pursued by the Indian government, whose recent BIPPAs with Mozambique, Senegal and Libya contain broad definitions of investments, broad protection against expropriation and other losses for war, armed conflict, state of national emergency and civil disturbances, as well as arbitration as the mechanism of dispute resolution. These benefits granted to investors are not compensated for by any demands made on the investors’ or source country’s to protect human rights in the recipient country, nor by any special consideration for environmental, fiscal, macroeconomic or other sensitive issues.

That BRICS countries are aware of the strategic role of BITs in enabling economically stronger economies to subordinate capital-recipient countries, is demonstrated by the duality of South Africa, the Chinese shift, the clear reproduction of North-South clauses in the Indian BIPPAs, and the rising pressures for a change in Brazilian policy. However, rather than reversing the past trends or looking at alternative models of cooperation like the schemes proposed by the Alianza Bolivariana Para Los Pueblos de Nuestra America (ALBA), BRICS are following the trajectory of the former colonisers, imposing their own expansion and the accumulation of cheap resources over the needs of “the wretched of the earth”.

**SOVEREIGNTY TO ACCESS PERIPHERAL LAND: ARE BRICS ANY DIFFERENT?**

This final section examines some cases where land-related concession agreements have been concluded between investors formally originating from BRICS members and another country from the South. The lack of transparency means the analysis is restricted to the content of four investment agreements concluded between Southern countries and investors originating from the BRICS. Although partial, the picture offered by these contracts shows a clear pattern similar to the North-South trend.

*a) Legally seeing the land as void and available*

One of the crucial elements in the concession agreements concluded by BRICS investors with foreign states is represented by the use of the idea of eminent domain over public land to attribute non-titled land to investors, as though it was void and immediately disposable. In the particular case of sub-Saharan Africa, and despite several studies highlighting that there is no underutilised or void land in the continent, the agreements are drafted with a different reality in mind, which is thus codified and crystallised in a legal contract that the state can enforce against the occupiers. As in the case of the
Karuturi (Ethiopia) agreement, the representatives of the state assume the obligation to “hand over vacant possession of the land” or to “ensure that such lands shall be free from encumbrances at the date of handover of such lands in accordance which the development project,” and non-compliance would represent a contractual breach. From the moment when public land is contractually defined as void and empty—although effectively not so, or simply left fallow after a period of agricultural exploitation—the boundaries between legal and illegal occupations of the land are redefined in favour of the investor, who can further require the state to enforce the contractual disposition over the lived reality. Peasants who do not own a title, who do not commercially exploit nature, those who practice shifting cultivation, nomadic farming or hunting and gathering, suddenly become non-existent in the eyes of the law, and, in some cases, squatters on their own land. Another example is provided by the investment agreement signed between Mali and China Light Industrial Corporation for Foreign Economic and Technical Cooperation (CLETC) for a large-scale agricultural project to be conducted in the area administered by the Office du Niger, according to which the state assumes the obligation to create “land titles in the name of the State before they are attributed to the company.” In this way, the government enforces the agreement by dismantling the underlying system of customary rights and replacing it with formalised titles of public property, which is then attributed to the investor for its economic advantage. Even if the non-recognition of customary and non-titled ownership in the contracts may not result in immediate eviction, it still determines the enclosure of land which was part of the traditional property of local communities, and the impossibility of their using it in the future.

However, not all the investments are structured in the same way, as demonstrated by the recent cases of the Chinese investments in Argentina and Russia. These concessions do not specifically require the state to “empty” the land under consideration, but they do concede a determined area to the investor, with no clear definition of the way in which the transformation from public ownership to private lease will be conducted. The lack of a specific indication of the host state’s obligations could be evidence that the parties are effectively targeting void land, but perhaps—and more likely—the way in which the investment agreements are drafted could indicate a complete disregard of the possibility of an overlap between the investment area and people’s customary land.

From a socio-political perspective, the acceptance of an investment project could represent a means for the host state to find a rapid solution to long-lasting political claims, such as the request for land titling and land redistribution. Thus the support of BRICS countries to their investors may indirectly help the recipient state to dismiss the requests of their citizens, and to adopt a pro-economic growth strategy which neutralises the land-related problems of that country. For example, Brazilian researcher Gustavo Oliveira has recently traced similar processes in the Terra Legal ‘development project’ adopted by the Brazilian federal government. According to Oliveira, by making ineligible land available, that is, by tracing lines, boundaries and guaranteeing property rights in strategic areas of the Cerrado, the executive is not only crystallising the status quo without any consideration for land reform, but also facilitating private access to land and its accumulation by national and international agro-industry. Similarly, the ex post recognition of the illegal expansion of agro-industry and livestock production in previously non-titled Amazonian land (grillagem de terra), becomes a way of denying the rights of the local communities—seriously undermining their life conditions—and intensifying social tensions between them, the state and the farmers (that is, investors).

b) Transfer of sovereignty over natural resources: BRICS controlling water

A second element exemplifying the subordination of host countries to the economic needs of the investors concerns the transfer of control over water, a scarce resource which is fundamental for agricultural
production—as well as life. In order to profitably conduct their large-scale projects, investors usually rely on massive inputs of water. This is frequently diverted from its natural course—with downstream effects—or may place demands on upstream land users, particularly small-scale farmers. Investment contracts are the legal instruments that legitimise the appropriation of water for agro-industrial needs, and the codification of a power asymmetry that is detrimental to people’s fundamental rights.

As in North-South investments, South-South agreements also contain clauses that provide investors with unlimited—or extremely extensive—rights over water. For example, Article 3 of the agreement concluded between the India rose producer Karaturi Agro Products Plc. and the Government of Ethiopia, affirms that:

> The issues addressed include the rights of the lessee to develop the land, build infrastructure, use water from rivers and ground water for irrigation, administer the land personally or through agency, use mechanisation that the lessee deems fit, and terminate the contract with at least six months of prior notice. (emphasis added)

In addition, Article 3.2 (c) of the same contract states that:

> The provision states the lessee’s rights to build infrastructure such as dams, water boreholes, power houses, irrigation system [...] at the discretion of the lessee upon consultation and submission of permit request with concerned offices subject to the type and size of the investment project whenever it deems so appropriate. (emphasis added)

In this way, investors from the South have used the private tool of the contract in order to circumvent individual and collective rights, with little or no public scrutiny. Through the contract, priority of access to water is guaranteed to the investors, thus subordinating the interests and needs of the local population. Moreover, an intervention by the state in favour of the right to water of its citizens—and contrary to the economic interest of the investor—could be judged a violation of the bilateral investment treaty, and open the doors to litigation and economic compensation.

It is also important to highlight that using the water and land resources of foreign countries reduces food and water stress in the source country while adding such stress in target countries. This is particularly relevant in the case of countries like South Africa, which has a moderate water scarcity index of 0.25. As Anseeuw et al. note, if all the investment undertaken by South African investors abroad were implemented in South Africa, the domestic average agricultural water consumption per hectare would double, and the total agricultural water consumption would increase almost six fold (5.8), with a dramatic impact on the national population.

It is again clear that the economic and legal support that some of the BRICS countries are providing to their investors in order to start agricultural projects abroad represents a form of delocalisation of internal problems.

**CONCLUSION**

In this chapter, the intention has been to look at whether the BRICS rhetoric of “respect of national sovereignty” and the “promotion of solidarity” is valid and applicable, using the issue of the ‘global land grab’ as a prism. Although Brazil, China, India and South Africa are involved in the global land grab at different levels and with different strategies, the legal analysis demonstrates that all four countries are using national and international law to subsidise, promote and legitimise the expansion of their agro-industry abroad, in a way that replicates the strategy adopted by Northern countries to access foreign resources.
In particular, the four BRICS members have created economic incentives that facilitate acquisition of land abroad—mainly by direct funding, by reducing duties on specific imported products, or by fostering technical cooperation with foreign countries for the expansion of agro-fuels.

China, India, Russia and South Africa’s increasing promotion of bilateral investment treaties with Southern countries represents a reality of the multipolar world. This risks leading to a downward spiral of competition between countries—to transform their internal legal order into one more favourable for investors—with the sole interest of competing against neighbouring countries rather than obtaining the best for their people. The extension of this investor-protection regime has been bolstered by investment contracts that codify and crystallise the legal order that best suits the interests of the investors. In many cases investors’ interests of economic expansion and the achievement of their own country’s food security, is prioritised at the expense of local access to land, sustainable use of natural resources, the fiscal autonomy of foreign countries and their food sovereignty.

Brazil, South Africa, India and even China may “talk the talk” of sustainable development at home, but if we look at their behaviour from below, the consequences of their investments are suffered by the inhabitants of other countries, in particular low-income countries and poorer sectors of the population, especially women.

Given the mounting importance of BRICS investments in land on a global scale, it becomes essential to reconsider the premises and assumptions of the South-South development discourse, and adopt a more critical approach capable of grasping the complexity of a multipolar world with a plurality of Souths and not one “Global South”. “South-South” labels should not paper over nor legitimise further exploitation and subordination. With the aim of stimulating more internal research around intra-BRICS relationships and more studies about the origin of the capital which BRICS countries are representing abroad, this chapter concludes with two considerations. This research has revealed tensions in intra-BRICS relations that appear particularly interesting, and will require further analysis. On the one hand, the global stage is witnessing an increase in the cases of intra-BRICS cooperation for accessing land in third countries (as in the case of Chinese investors in South Africa and Russia). Supported by South-South rhetoric, BRICS may access resources and markets more easily and more rapidly. On the other hand, cases like the Chinese investments in Russian land—or the anti-Chinese campaigns in Brazil—show these interests do not always converge. They can, in fact, even generate conflict that results in deepening diplomatic tensions, which could degenerate into a freezing of international relations. BRICS could also increasingly be competitors for the same finite resources located in a third country, which could potentially produce a race to the top in the quality and forms of the investments. Such competition could also—more likely—degenerate into an acceleration of resource grabbing, exacerbating the negative impacts on people and the environment.

The last point is an attempt to understand the real implications of the transnational nature of capital. For while BRICS are using national and international law to represent the interests of capital abroad, it does not seem possible any more to define capital as ‘national’. On the contrary, the transnational expansion of capital over the last decades, and in particular the huge amount of foreign direct investments that were channelled into the BRICS, should make us re-think the traditional idea of the state as a mechanism to represent and internationalise ‘national capital’. This situation reminds us of Burnham’s words, when he writes that:

As political nodes in the global flow of capital, states are essentially regulative agencies implicated in its reproduction but unable to control this reproduction or represent unambiguously the interests of ‘national capital’. Rather, state managers seek to remove barriers to the capital which flows in and through their territories. The fundamental tasks
of state managers (from welfare to the management of money, labour and trade, etc.) therefore relate directly to ensuring the successful rotation of capital both nationally and internationally.127

The BRICS’ role in representing the interest of their “national champions” can therefore hide their role in reinforcing the reproduction and consolidation of global capital, and particularly of capital originating from the North. Such a scenario, which is evident when Brazil and Japan conclude an agreement to expand their economic interests in Mozambique, challenges the myth that BRICS will replace the power of Northern TNCs and Northern-based capital with their own.

Rather it seems BRICS-South relationships are functionally oriented to the expansion of capital, reproducing a system based on power asymmetries and subordination that mirrors that of the former colonising powers. When land is lost to agricultural or industrial exploitation, the impact for people, communities and the environment is the same, regardless of their label or source. There is therefore a compelling need to redefine and rethink the confusing notions of BRICS and ‘the South’ as monolithic entities. We should also challenge the rhetoric that it is possible to achieve a different kind of economic growth while remaining within the same structural setting. If we go beyond state-centric and nationalist perspectives of state and capital, we expose the power dynamics and the state-capital nexuses between what is—too naively—considered horizontal cooperation. Then, we realise that there are no ‘good’ and ‘bad’ states, but only a complex mechanism of global accumulation which has to be challenged in all its local manifestations.
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The economic rise of China, India, Brazil and others has been met by most analysts in the North with a mixture of breathless excitement or fear. But what does the rise of these nations mean for local and international social movements committed to economic, social and environmental justice?

Does the emergence of a multipolar global order open up policy space for alternative economic visions and pose a necessary challenge to a US and Northern-dominated global order? Or might it instead reinvigorate capitalism and exploitation by a new constellation of corporate elites? How should social movements respond in a way that embraces needed changes to the post-colonial status quo yet supports communities struggles against the impacts of land grabbing, environmental destruction and rising inequality, this time perpetuated by emerging economy governments?
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